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Abstract

Wiki has proved extensively that it is an innovative technology situated among other so-
cial network applications, because it enables its users to develop web content collaboratively, 
thereby making it open to all online users. The pedagogical use of Wiki is still in early stages; 
for this reason a lot of academic research has highlighted the lack of investigation into the pe-
dagogical use of Wiki as a tool for collaborative learning. This paper investigates Wiki by fo-
cusing on its advantages and disadvantages for the learning process, while highlighting how 
Wiki moderators can contribute by embedding Wiki successfully into the learning process.
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Introduction

In general, Mohamad and Klobas (2010) found that most young learners are 
captivated and motivated by social networking facilities of Web 2.0 like Facebook 
and Myspace. Therefore, using social software for learning can easily motivate 
these learners. West and West (2008) integrated social networks with learning and 
indicated that learners in the 21st century prefer learning that supports participa-
tion and interaction, and which connects them to their peers – all of which can be 
done through the use of social networks. At the heart of the Web 2.0 applications 
lies specifi cally Wikipedia, which is a public Wiki where any user from anywhere 
can take part in sharing information (Chatfi eld, 2009). 

The evidence of the successful use of Wiki is found in many areas, such as the sto-
ring of online books. In addition, companies like System Applications and Products 
(SAP), Motorola, or British Telecommunications utilise Wiki as corporate intranet 
(Ebersbach et al., 2008). In educational institutions like universities Wikis are widely 
used, for example Blackboard, they allow students to collaboratively design and im-
plement websites as part of class content – they can perform these tasks from separa-
te locations, at any time (Emory University, 2013; University of Southampton, 2013).

Notably, there is an obvious lack of research that investigates the pedagogical 
potential of Wiki and its capabilities to construct knowledge (Ruth, & Houghton, 
2009). For online teachers, who are sometimes also given the role of Wiki admi-
nistrators and/or Wiki facilitators, online environment poses more challenges in 
their role as teachers. According to Bender (2003) and Anderson (1997), these chal-
lenges consist in, for example, the required technical skills and knowledge of on-
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line tools, the need to keep the learner motivated and to deal with online students 
while considering their individual differences with no physical presence. Coun-
ting all these challenges, teachers are asked to deliver an interactive, inspirational, 
exciting and challenging learning experience. However, there is a lack of research 
into the pedagogical application of Wiki and there are challenges regarding the 
role of Wiki teachers. As a result, educators are still far from considering Wiki as a 
tool of thinking, acting and co-constructing knowledge. 

The main purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the criticism directed at 
Wiki. Moreover, how Wiki teachers can contribute to overcoming these obstacles, 
by clarifying some of the extra roles in online practices that are a part of a suc-
cessful and professional application of Wiki. For the purpose of this paper, the 
terms “Wiki teacher”, “Wiki administrator” and “Wiki moderator” will be used 
interchangeably. The reason behind the use of the term “moderator” is that a Wiki 
teacher is not just a facilitator of knowledge; rather, the Wiki moderator also in-
corporates other teaching practices to gain the optimal use of Wiki. These other 
teaching practices include collaboration between learners and their moderators, 
monitoring and tracking the learners’ progress while applying Wiki, as well as 
rules and regulations.  

To investigate the limitations of Wiki and how teachers can contribute to over-
coming them, this paper will present the discussion in three sections. The fi rst 
section will explain what exactly is meant by Wiki, and give an overview of its 
invention and beginnings. The second section will discuss the criticism directed 
towards Wiki, and the literature which contains this criticism. The third section 
will explore how teachers can contribute to a successful implementation of Wiki 
as a learning tool.

What is Wiki?

To be able to apply Wiki 
pedagogically and overco-
me its drawbacks, it is es-
sential to understand the fe-
atures and services of Wiki.

According to Mader 
(2008a), Wiki is a website 
that allows easy creation 
and editing of any number 
of interlinked web pages, 
via a web browser (fi gure 1). 

Figure 1: The creation and 
modifi cation of knowledge 
and information in Wiki.
Source: Mader, 2008a.
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The fi rst Wiki was invented by L. Leuf and W. Cunningham in the 1990s. It was 
fi rst named “Wikiwikiweb” and later shortened to “Wiki” (Leuf, & Cunningham, 
2001). The word “wiki” is Hawaiian and means “fast” or “hurry”. Wiki is an onli-
ne collaborative software which has several signifi cant features (Hinchcliffe, 2006; 
Ebersbach et al., 2008; Chatfi eld, 2009). Its content is fast and uncomplicated for 
end users as it is based on capturing and sharing content between all users. In 
addition, for teachers it is successful in monitoring complex tasks, tracking me-
mos, creating plans and providing a powerful resource of knowledge. Wiki also 
extends page length, as most have no page limit, unlike other mail servers which 
have restrictions on the number of web pages. Lindsay (2009) explained more 
extended features of Wiki, such as:

• the ability to embed multimedia into a Wiki, e.g. videos, Really Simple 
Syndication (RSS), images, etc.;

• history tab to show all edits on the page; Ebersbach et al. (2008) added that 
this is a very useful feature to roll back to the fi rst version in case of any de-
structive editing activity of unfriendly users; Mader (2008b) stressed that 
revising history in Wiki is essential to keep full track of who and when 
contributed information and what information they contributed, changed 
or removed;

• versioning system – it was defi ned by Woods and Thoeny (2007) as “sa-
ving a version on each wiki page so that previous versions can be referred 
to or stored” (Woods and Thoeny, 2007, p. 16); Mader (2008b) explained 
the benefi t of using the versioning feature for storage to save the history of 
each page and re-establishing previous changes if needed;

• notify me tab – this allows the user to be updated via e-mail about any 
changes on the page;

• search feature;
• tagging feature to facilitate gathering pages;
• print options (Woods and Thoeny, 2007);
• change alerts – this allows Wiki administrators to be notifi ed, monitor and 

track any changes on any page (Chatfi eld, 2009);
• back links – these are used to demonstrate how every page is connected 

with another in a Wiki.
In general, educators can harness Wiki in diverse applications, such as imply-

ing course content, organising schedules, attaching related fi les and following up 
students’ brainstorms. This helps to identify any possible obstacles in the students’ 
learning process as early as possible, alleviate actual assessment and facilitate the 
collaborative brainstorming of ideas. These features provide Wiki with the fl exi-
bility to be applied in many fi elds and different activities. Figure 2 illustrates the 
various Wiki uses according to a survey conducted in 2008.

From the author’s point of view, there are two main issues to be highlighted. 
Firstly, the features of Wiki provide a collaboration of knowledge, where each 
user can take part in creating and sharing information. This concept is in line with 
Vygotsky’s notion (1978) where each person can learn if they join knowledge com-
munities. All the above mentioned features mean that Wiki is to be highly recom-
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mended for closed communities, such as schools and colleges. Secondly, Wiki is 
simple to use as an application compared to other social network applications. 
However, technophobics and young learners, who do not own the fundamental 
basics to deal with technology, may fi nd it more challenging. In this case, technical 
experience of the moderator and end users training are necessary.

Figure 2: Different uses of Wiki. 
Source: Mader, 2008a.

Having reviewed the invention of Wiki and its technical features, the following 
section will more deeply discuss the pedagogical perspective of Wiki by exploring 
the literature that critically analyses Wiki.

Wiki’s Limitations in Education  

This section will focus on the three main areas of the criticism of Wiki. The 
fi rst is the unstandardised structure of Wiki, which leads to disorientation among 
learners. The second section will explore the view of some anti-constructivist lite-
rature which suggests Wiki is not the optimal approach in the case of learners with 
no prior knowledge. Finally, it has been suggested that Wiki is weak in supporting 
a Personal Learning Environment (PLE).

Conklin (1987) explained disorientation as “the loss of sense of location and 
direction in a non-linear document,” and points out that online learning (OL) has a 
high tendency to make its users feel disoriented. This leads to their disengagement 
from the learning environment including peers, teachers and content, ending with 
frustration and loss of interest in learning. Applying this claim to Wikis, Carroll 
(2000) reported that although there is an increasing success in the use of Wiki in 
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leaning, it does not show a high success in particular subjects such as Math and 
Computer Science. Again, this is because of the users’ confusion and their cogni-
tive overload by multiple sources in online resources. Woods and Thoeny (2007) 
suggested that the reason behind this disorientation in Wiki is its generic and bro-
ad defi nition, as a collection of web pages that any user can edit. Woods and Tho-
eny (2007) claim that Wikis are built-up by practice only, without being offi cially 
standardised or assigned a clear purpose for the software. In detail, Wiki follows 
neither content management systems released by professional programmers, nor 
web publishing tool standards which both educators and learners can follow. This 
is claimed to be one of the reasons for learner disorientation and avoidance of 
using Wiki in learning.

Defending against this argument, Zittrain (2009) and Mitchell (2007) point out 
two main issues; fi rstly with regard to the Wiki users themselves, they are all a part 
of a social system with overlapped and common goals. Secondly, with regard to 
the Wiki structure itself, it has a generic inherent structure where each user can edit 
the contents freely, create relationships and establish links between the web pages. 
From the author’s point of view, this has two benefi ts. For one, it manipulates users’ 
productive challenges to be more creative and innovative. According to Booth 
(2009), after some time Wiki learners fi nd themselves becoming experts, and they 
may introduce new information to the learning community, including peers and 
teachers. Another reason Wiki’s unstandardised nature increases its fl exibility and 
ability to be applied to various fi elds and disciplines. Arguably, this is better than 
working with centralised regulations which serve only specifi c subjects.  

Another point of interest is that of Wiki as an appropriate learning tool for con-
structivism. Constructivism is a theory which argues that humans generate know-
ledge and learning from their experiences (Vygotsky 1978). Kirschner et al. (2006) 
criticised the central claims of constructivism and question its effectiveness for no-
vice learners with no or little prior knowledge, adding that the need for structured 
and organized learning activities is vital. For example, they described constructi-
vist teaching methods as “unguided methods of instruction”. In contrast, a guided 
method of instruction is, for example, a teacher teaching experience to pass a test, 
providing revision notes and practice tests. Ruth and Houghton (2009) argue aga-
inst this concept, explaining that this spectrum of view is extremely narrow, be-
cause it creates students who compete to only achieve the highest score and pass 
a test, rather than compare and contrast their knowledge to make sharable know-
ledge. This insight highlights the lack of deep understanding of constructivism 
and its benefi t for learning. According to Vygotsky (1978), constructivism requires 
the novice student to search a problem space through navigating in the problem-
-relevant information, and to fi nd the essential information to solve the presented 
problem. However, the current dominant tendency in education is to promote 
active and collaborative learning; Vygotsky (1978) claims that collaboration is a 
basic human activity for learning. Many years after the publication of his work, 
Lipponen (2002) merged the idea of collaboration with technology as a process 
of knowledge which implies participation between individuals. This is because 
of the digital revolution in the years since Vygotsky, communication and infor-
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mation technology enhancements can contribute to creating, sharing and captu-
ring this social knowledge to produce a collaborative system known as Computer 
Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) (Lipponen, 2002). Considering all these 
ideas, we can conclude that Wiki is a socially oriented application which provides 
an optimal collaborative learning approach.

The fi nal argument regarding Wiki will focus on its doubtful contribution to 
the PLE. Ruggieri (2006) defi ned PLE as a combination of self-initiated learning, 
where the learner takes the decision to learn, and self-directed learning, where the 
learner decides what to learn and selects the method to achieve the learning aims. 
With regard to the personal aspect, Parker and Chao (2007) differentiate between 
Wikis and blogs, by suggesting that Wikis are a collaborative authoring appli-
cation, while a blog is more directed towards personal authoring. In my view, 
blogs as a learning method would encourage the learner’s innovation and creati-
vity. However, there are issues regarding the social perspective of learning, since 
it may lead to a student’s isolation and individuality. Personal learning can be 
achieved by using blogs as a social learning application, however the limitation 
of blogs may drive some of the sociability out of the learning process if care is not 
taken to emphasise the importance of peers in learning. Thus, the use of Wiki in 
learning encourages peer-to-peer interaction and matches the approach of social 
constructivism. It may not be as effi cient as a tool in PLE as the learner may not be 
fully self-directed or self-initiated.

Having discussed in detail the three main points of criticism directed at Wikis 
on the pedagogical level, the following section will highlight how Wiki teachers 
can help overcome the drawbacks of Wiki and implement it successfully as a le-
arning tool.

The Wiki Moderator/Teacher

This section focuses on the Wiki administrators, who are likely to be the te-
achers; detailing the potential roles they can provide to overcome the limitations 
of Wikis.

Wiki is a new innovative technology which demands navigating in various 
sources of knowledge. When fi rst using Wikis, some challenges are to be expec-
ted; it may be considered a complicated task for less technologically skilled users, 
which may cause users to give-up after using it for the fi rst time. For that reason, 
Chatfi eld (2009) focused on the vital role of the administrator, especially in small 
communities such as schools and colleges. He warned against expectations that 
a Wiki will fl ourish and attract contributors immediately after setting it up. Te-
achers themselves should be supporting their learners to be involved, energetic 
and always available to communicate with individual Wiki users, and not only 
focus on increasing their Wiki users.  

To gain maximum benefi t from Wiki there is a particular technical feature 
which has a positive impact on its pedagogical benefi ts, namely the WikiTrail. 
This feature allows the Wiki author to follow the sequence of opened links, thus 
creating a trail through these pages (WikiTrails, 2012). Each trail represents the 
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links visited by the user within the Wiki, so the WikiTrail provides the author 
with a chronological history of their visited links. This feature is very much in line 
with the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) established by Vygotsky (1978), 
a model which illustrates the distance between the learner’s actual development 
level and the learner’s potential development under adult guidance or in colla-
boration with more capable peers. Tracking the visited links in a Wiki through a 
WikiTrail will provide teachers with the information on where a learner started 
and where they are going. Additionally, it enables teachers to work more closely 
to the learners’ level of potential development, rather than their level of actual 
development.

To counteract the limitations of Wiki in PLE, in comparison to blogs, teachers 
must be encouraged to incorporate more than one type of social networking mo-
del, thereby gaining the optimal use of social network applications in learning. 
In addition to all the previous considerations for Wiki teachers, they are required 
to stay updated with technology, be informed of different applications of social 
networks, identify the advantages and disadvantages of each, and try to integrate 
them into their learning practices.

Conclusion

In summary, Wiki has a lot of potential for successful collaborative online le-
arning. It has a strong emphasis on the social perspective of learning, which has 
been supported by Vygotsky (1978), through promoting engagement and interac-
tion between student peers and teachers.

Although the literature and empirical evidence indicate that Wikis have the 
ability to construct and share learners’ knowledge, they also provide the space for 
communities of discourse and knowledge to grow. Moreover, Wikis are remarka-
bly still not fully implemented in the educational arena. 

This paper has investigated some of the drawbacks of Wiki and discussed how 
online teachers can help overcome these limitations, and therefore enhance the use 
of Wiki in learning. Wiki moderators are likely to give attention to some initial pe-
dagogical basics of Wiki to get its optimal use in learning, such as learners’ privacy 
or learners’ focused orientation. This would help users to maintain motivation 
and reduce frustration associated with disorientation. Although Wikis are able to 
create a rich collaborative learning atmosphere in the classroom, if educators are 
not technologically updated and work against collaborative social network practi-
ces, Wikis will not be implemented successfully in learning.
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